ARCHITECT@WORK Oslo, September 2021

PRESS RELEASE
Secto Design is excited to participate in A@W in Oslo
after such a long break from live events. It is a great feeling
to finally reunite with our customers and colleagues.
We are proud to present the new Kuulto Small 9101
ceiling lamp! It is a smaller version of the well-established
Kuulto 9100 ceiling lamp also featured in Oslo. The
smaller Kuulto 9101 has been developed in accordance
with customer demand and acts as a versatile space
saver in compact rooms. Both our ceiling lamp models
look stunning on their own and in groups and they can
also be used to enliven walls.
We are also featuring the Atto 5000 pendant lamp which
has been updated with new light technology. As a result,
the light from the lamp is more even than before as well as
more pleasing to the eye, as it is completely unflickering.
The energy efficiency has also been improved, along with
the service life. The changes are purely of a technical
nature, and the visual aspects of Atto pendant lamp are
unchanged. The lamp is precisely as beautiful as before.
The Victo Small 4251 pendant lamp is a smaller version
of the beloved Victo pendant. The improvements in the
light sources and the new small LED bulbs which do not
create heat around them, have enabled the resizing the
proportions of the classic Victo shade.
Secto Design is a Finnish company specialized in design lamps hand-made from top-quality local
PEFC certified birch. The demanding work is carried out by highly talented craftsmen in the town of
Heinola, Finland. All Secto Design lamps are sustainably and ecologically produced. The entire lighting
collection is designed by the award-winning Finnish architect Seppo Koho. Secto Design lamps are
appreciated for their Scandinavian design suitable for different styles and interiors.
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